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Abstract

Four dimensional N = 2 generalized superconformal field theory can be
defined by compactifying six dimensional (0, 2) theory on a Riemann sur-
face with regular punctures. In previous studies, gauge coupling constant
space is identified with the moduli space of punctured Riemann surface
Mg,n. We show that the weakly coupled gauge group description corre-
sponds to a stable nodal curve, and the coupling space is actually the
Deligne-Mumford compactification M̄g,n. We also give an algorithm to
determine the weakly coupled gauge group and matter content in any
duality frame.
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1 Introduction

Four dimensional N = 2 superconformal A type quiver gauge theory (the quiver has
the shape of An type dynkin diagram) is realized as the six dimensional (0, 2) SCFT
compactified on a punctured Riemann surface [1, 2]. The gauge coupling constants
of four dimensional theory are identified with the complex structure moduli of the
punctured Riemann surface Mg,n. The N = 2 dualities are interpreted geometrically
as the conformal mapping group of the Riemann surface. It is shown in [3,4] that the
BPS equation governing the compactification is the Hitchin equation [5, 6] defined
on the Riemann surface; At the puncture, the solution of the Hitchin equation has
a regular singularity. The spectral curve of Hitchin’s system is identified with the
Seiberg-Witten fibration [7,8], so the IR behavior of the four dimensional theory can
also be determined.

We can engineer a large class of N = 2 superconformal field theories (SCFT) by
putting a collection of regular singularities on the Riemann surface. We may call
the corresponding gauge theory as the generalized quiver gauge theory. In general,
these theories have no Lagrangian description. However, It would be interesting to
determine the weakly coupled gauge groups and matter content in any duality frame.
Gaiotto [2] argued that the weakly coupled gauge group description corresponds to
the degeneration limit of the Riemann surface, different weakly coupled descriptions
correspond to different degeneration limits of the Riemann surface. This can be
easily applied to the generalized quiver gauge theory.

There is a puzzle why the degeneration limit involves only three punctured sphere
(i.e. not two punctured sphere). Since the gauge coupling constant is identified with
the moduli space of the Riemann surface and the weakly coupled theory is living on
the boundary of the moduli space, we show that the weakly coupled description is
naturally related to the stable nodal curve which is used to compactify the moduli
space. The stable nodal curve is certain kind of singular limit of the punctured Rie-
mann surface and it represents the boundary point of the moduli space of Riemann
surface, therefore the coupling space is identified with Deligne-Mumford compacti-
fication of moduli space M̄g,n [9]. It is interesting to note that the same compact
space plays an important role in 2d conformal field theory [10]. We then give an al-
gorithm to calculate the decoupled gauge group and the new puncture by matching
the Coulomb branch moduli. Similarly, by matching the Higgs branch moduli, we
can find the matter content ending on a single gauge group.

This paper is organized as follows: In section II, we review six dimensional de-
scription of a large class of four dimensional N = 2 SCFT and focus on counting
the Coulomb branch and Higgs branch dimensions; In section III, we introduce the
definition of stable nodal curve and argue that the weakly coupled description cor-
responds to nodal curve; In section IV, we give an algorithm to identify the weakly
coupled gauge group; In section V, we discuss some examples by applying the algo-
rithm developed in section IV; Finally, we give a discussion about the future research
direction.
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2 Review on counting Coulomb branch and Higgs

branch dimensions

A large class of four dimensional N = 2 superconformal gauge theories can be engi-
neered as the six dimensional (0, 2) AN−1 SCFT compactified on a Riemann surface
with or without marked points. One can argue that the BPS equation for the com-
pactification is Hitchin’s equation which has the regular singularity at the marked
points. Let’s pick SU(N) gauge group and write g for its lie algebra, t the lie algebra
of the maximal torus T . Hitchin’s equation is

F − φ ∧ φ = 0

Dφ = D ∗ φ = 0, (1)

where F is the curvature of the connection Aµ of a vector bundle defined on Riemann
surface Σ, φ is the one form called Higgs field. The local behavior of conformal
invariant solution to Hitchin’s equation with regular singularity is [11]:

A = αdθ + ...

φ = β
dr

r
− γdθ + ... (2)

where α, β, γ ∈ t (more precisely, α takes value in maximal torus T ) and less singular
terms are not written explicitly; z = reiθ is the local holomorphic coordinate. The
moduli space of Hitchin’s equation with the above behavior around the singularity
is denoted as MH(Σ, α, β, γ). MH(Σ, α, β, γ) is a hyperkahler manifold and has a
family of complex structures parameterized by CP 1. In one distinguished complex
structure I, each point on moduli space represents a Higgs bundle on Riemann surface;
the complex structure modulus is β + iγ, and the kahler modulus is α. In the
study of Seiberg-Witten curve of four dimensional theory, only complex structure
of the moduli space matters. since the residue of the Higgs field is σ = 1

2
(β + iγ)

which determines the complex structure of the moduli space, we will focus on the
coefficient of Higgs field. Physically, these parameters are identified with the mass
parameters and the complex structure of the Riemann surface is identified with the
gauge coupling constants, these exhaust all the relevant deformations of the field
theory.

The local moduli space of solution is described by the adjoint orbit Oi of the
complex lie algebra sl(N, c) (the relation of the adjoint orbit to moduli space of
Nahm’s equation can be found in [12, 13]) . The nilpotent orbit is used to describe
the massless theory while the semi-simple orbit is used to describe the mass-deformed
theory. The nilpotent orbit is classified by the Young tableaux [n1, n2, ...nr] (for an
introduction to nilpotent orbit, see [14]), and the mass-deformed theory can be also
read from Young tableaux: there are a total of n1 mass parameters and the degener-
acy of each mass parameter is equal to the number of boxes on each column . There
are only n1 − 1 independent mass parameters because of the traceless condition.The
dimension of the local moduli space is equal to the dimension of the orbit Oi:

dim(Oi) = N2 −
∑

r2j , (3)
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where rj is the height of jth column of the Young tableaux. We can also read the
flavor symmetry from the Young Tableaux, it is

S(
∏

lh>0

U(lh)), (4)

where lh is the number of columns with height h, the maximal possible simple sub-
group is SU(n1). The contribution of this puncture to the Higgs branch moduli is
(see the derivation in appendix A)

li =
1

2
(

r∑

k=1

n2
k −N). (5)

The simple puncture 1 contributes 1 and the full puncture contribute 1
2
(N2 −N).

The Hitchin’s moduli space on the sphere can be modeled as the quotient

(O1 ×O2...×Om)/G, (6)

where G is the complex gauge group, and the total dimension is the sum of the local
dimension minus the dimension of the gauge group:

1

2

∑
dim(Oi) + (g − 1)(N2 − 1). (7)

Similarly, the total dimension of the Higgs branch is (In fact, for higher genus case,
the number is not really the dimension of the Higgs branch, since it might be negative;
This number is counting the dimension of the matter minus that of gauge groups.)

∑

i

li + (1− g)(N − 1). (8)

The above description tells us what is the contribution of a single puncture to
the Coulomb branch, we also want to know what is the total dimension of degree
i operators in Coulomb branch. This can be seen from Seiberg-Witten curve. The
Seiberg-Witten curve is the spectral curve

det(x− Φ(z)) = xN −
N∑

i=2

φi(z)x
N−i = 0, (9)

where Φ(z) is the holomorphic part of the Higgs field and φi is the degree i mero-
morphic differential on the Riemann surface parameterized by z. For the massless
theory, the pole of order of φi at jth puncture is

p
(j)
i = i− s

(j)
i , (10)

1Simple puncture has Young Tableaux [2, 1, 1, 1, .., 1] and full puncture has Young Tableaux [N ].
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where s
(j)
i is the height of ith box in the Young tableaux for the j the puncture.

The coefficient of this differential represents dimension i operator parameterizing the
Coulomb branch of quiver gauge theory, the total dimension of this differential is

di =
n∑

j=1

p
(j)
i − 2i+ 1. (11)

Various extensions and study of these theories can be found in [15–22].

3 Nodal curve and weakly coupled gauge theory

description

The gauge coupling constants of four dimensional N = 2 SCFT are identified as the
complex structure of a Riemann surface with punctures, and the S duality group
is identified with the modular group. The weakly coupled gauge group descriptions
correspond to the cusp boundary of the moduli space as shown by the original exam-
ple of Argyres and Seiberg. Interestingly, the boundary and the Deligne-Mumford
compactification of the moduli space is provided by the three punctured sphere and
different cusps corresponds to different three punctured degenerations. Therefore,
the weakly coupled gauge theory description is amazingly related to one of the com-
pactification of the moduli space. 2.

Consider a two dimensional topological surface Σ with g handles and n marked
points. This manifold can be made into a complex manifold by defining a complex
structure J on it. A complex structure J is a local linear map on the tangent bundle
that satisfies J2 = −1 and the integrability condition. Two complex structures are
considered equivalent if they are related by a diffeomorphism. The moduli spaceMg,n

is the space of all the inequivalent complex structure on the surface. By Riemann-
Roch this is a space of complex dimension

dimMg,n = 3g − 3 + n. (12)

Mg,n is a noncompact complex space with singularities. It arises as the quotient of
a covering space known as Teichmuller space Tg,n, by a discrete group, conformal
mapping class group MCg,n:

Mg,n =
Tg,n

MCg,n
. (13)

This action typically has fixed points, and the moduli space has orbifold singularities.
There is another useful way to think about the complex structure on Σ. We can

think of the point on the moduli space as the conformal class of a metric gµν . Indeed,
a metric defined a complex structure through

J ν
µ =

√
hǫµλh

λν , (14)

2There are some other types of compactification like Thurston compactification.
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Figure 1: Left: A nodal curve. Right: The normalization of a.

with ǫµν the Levi-Civita symbol. The definition of the complex structure does not
depend on the local resealing of the metric gµν , so we can think of the moduli space
as the spaces of metric modulo local rescalings and diffeomorphisms.

The moduli space Mg,n is noncompact and has a boundary. The boundary points
can be intuitively represented as degenerate surfaces. The degeneration can be
thought in two ways; the surface can either form a node-or equivalently a long neck-
or two marked points can collide. The process in which two points x1 and x2 collide
if q = x1 − x2 tends to zero can alternatively be described as a process in which a
sphere, that contains x1 and x2 at fixed distance, pinches off the surface by forming
a neck of length log q. So the degeneration limit can be thought of the nodal curve.
The boundary points can be thought of as in the infinity and we would like to com-
pactify this space. The Deligne-Mumford compactification of Mg,n is achieved by
adding some points which represent stable nodal curves.

In the following, we will introduce some basic concepts about the nodal curve.
Singular objects play an important role in algebraic geometry. The simplest singu-
larity a complex curve can have is a node. A nodal point of a curve is a point that
can be described locally by the equation xy = 0 in C2. An example is shown in
Figure 1a).

We also find the following description of nodal curve very useful. On a surface
with node, the node separates the surface into two components, on the neighborhood
of each node, we can choose local coordinate disks {zi : |zi| < 1}, i = 1, 2. The two
disks are glued together at the origin z1, z2 = 0 to form the node. We can open
the node by introducing one of complex coordinate q of the moduli space Mg,n.

Remove the sub-disks |zi| < |q| 12 and attach the resulting pair of annuli at their inner

boundaries |zi| = |q| 12 by identifying z2 = q/z1. This coordinate neighborhood on

the surface is mapped to a single annulus |q| 12 < |z| < |q|−1

2 , by

z = q1/2/z2, if |q|1/2 < |z| ≤ 1,

z = q1/2/z2, if 1 ≤ |z| < |q|−1/2. (15)

As q = 0, we recover the node. A further transformation ω = (2πi)−1lnz pictures the
opened node as a long tube. Writing q = e2πiτ , the length and width is determined
by τ . The node corresponds to a tube of infinite length. In this description, we see
that the moduli is localized on the long tube, and since we identify the moduli with
the gauge coupling constant, we can think that the gauge group is represented by
the long tube.
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Figure 2: A dual graph for the nodal curve in Figure 1.

a) b)

Figure 3: Left: A torus with four marked points. Right: An irreducible nodal curve
of a.

We define the normalization of the nodal curve as ungluing its nodes, and add a
marked points to each of the components on which the nodes belong to. See Figure
1b) for an example. Each component Σi after the normalization is an irreducible
component of Σ. There is another convenient way of describing the nodal curve by
drawing a dual graph. The vertices of the dual graph of Σ corresponds to components
of Σ (and are labeled by their genus), and the edge correspond to node, we use labeled
tails to represent the marked points. An example is shown in Figure 2.

A stable nodal curve is a connected nodal curve such that:
(i) Every irreducible component of geometric genus 0 has at least three special

points (including the marked points and the nodal points after the normalization).
ii) Every irreducible component of geometric genus 1 has at least one special

point.
Deligne-Mumford compactification M̄g,n includes the points corresponding to the

stable curve to moduli space Mg,n.
Let’s define an irreducible nodal curve as a curve whose irreducible components

are all genus 0 curve with three special points. See Figure 3 for an example, The
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Figure 4: Left: The dual graph for the irreducible nodal curve of Figure 3, we
omit the genus 0 on each vertex for simplicity, since for irreducible nodal curve, all
components have genus zero. Right: Four dimensional gauge theory, we put a gauge
group on the internal line, external lines represent the U(1) flavor symmetries.

dual graph for this particular nodal curve is depicted in Figure 4a.
It is time now to connect the nodal curve to the weakly coupled four dimensional

N = 2 quiver we are studying in last section. As we reviewed in last section, each
puncture is associated with certain flavor symmetry, and the node or the long neck is
identified with the weakly coupled gauge group, we have the following identification:
A generalized quiver with weakly coupled gauge group associates with the stable
nodal curve and the quiver with all gauge group weakly coupled is the irreducible
nodal curve.

It is illuminating to note that M̄g,n also plays an important role in 2d conformal
field theory. It might be natural to expect that the physical quantities calculated
from the gauge theory side could be related to that of a certain two dimensional
conformal field theory. A remarkable correspondence is the gauge theory partition
function on S4 and the two dimensional Liouville partition function as conjectured
by [23]. There might be some other quantities of the gauge theory which could be
related to other two dimensional CFT.

4 The gauge group and matter content

4.1 Weakly coupled gauge group

In last section, we established a relation between N = 2 weakly coupled SCFT and
the nodal curve and the importance of the three punctured sphere. The remaining
task is to determine what is the weakly coupled gauge groups and matter content in
different duality frame. The matter content is generically a three punctured isolated
SCFT and some free matter. These informations are all encoded in the newly ap-
peared puncture in the normalization of nodal curve. So we would like to determine
what is the newly appeared puncture in any duality frame.

Let’s first define irreducible rank N theory on punctured Riemann sphere from
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the Seiberg-Witten curve:
xN + φix

N−i = 0. (16)

Here φidz
i is a degree i meromorphic differential defined on Riemann sphere, the

dimension di of this differential is

di =
∑

j

p
(j)
i − 2i+ 1, (17)

here pji is the order of pole at the jth puncture. p
(j)
i can be read from the Young

Tableaux. Consider the degree N differential, if the number dN ≤ 0, then the Seiberg-
Witten curve degenerates as (we consider massless theory here)

x(xN−1 − φix
N−1−i) = 0, (18)

so actually this theory can be realized as a rank (N − 1) theory if dN−1 > 0. We call
a theory defined by AN−1 compactified on a punctured Riemann surface irreducible
if dN > 0 3.

Now let’s discuss the degeneration limit and consider punctured Riemann sphere
first. After degeneration, the original Riemann surface decomposes into two punc-
tured Riemann spheres. From gauge theory point of view, one of the gauge group is
decoupled, and two subquivers are left. We assume that the decoupled gauge group
is a simple gauge group with the form SU(k), k ≤ N or USp(2k), k ≤ [N

2
]. This as-

sumption will be confirmed later. The form of the decoupled gauge group is derived
by matching the Coulomb branch moduli of the degeneration limit and the original
theory.

Let’s consider an irreducible rank N theory derived from a Riemann sphere with
n punctures, and assume one of the gauge group is becoming weakly coupled. Ge-
ometrically, this corresponds to the degeneration of the Riemann sphere. We are
left with two punctured spheres A and B. There are two new identical punctures
appearing on A and B An important relation between the new puncture and the de-
coupled gauge group is that: the decoupled gauge group is a subgroup of the flavor
group associated with the new puncture. Physically, this means the original gauge
theory is formed by gauging the subgroup of the new puncture. Some of the free
fields might also decouple in this degeneration limit.

The determination of the new puncture is equivalent to find the order of pole of
degree i differential at this new puncture. This is achieved by matching the number
of Coulomb branch moduli with the original quiver. Consider the degree i moduli,
and we assume the original punctures on A contribute to δ1i to the Coulomb branch
and the original punctures on B has δ2i. Let’s first assume that both components
have non-negative degree i moduli, so

Case (1) : δ1i ≥ i and δ2i ≥ i. (19)

3 we also include some free theories with dN = 0 as irreducible, i.e. the bi-fundamental of
SU(N).
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There are two options to consider. First if the decoupled gauge group does not
have a degree i operator, then we have

(δ1i + pi − 2i+ 1) + (δ2i + pi − 2i+ 1) = δ1i + δ2i − 2i+ 1, (20)

where pi is the contribution from the new puncture to the ith degree moduli, this
gives 2pi − 2i − 1 = 0 which is inconsistent. On the other hand, if the decoupled
gauge group carry just one degree i moduli (this is the only choice by our assumption
of the decoupled gauge group)

(δ1i + pi − 2i+ 1) + (δ2i + pi − 2i+ 1) + 1 = δ1i + δ2i − 2i+ 1. (21)

We get pi = i − 1. So we conclude that pi = i − 1 with constraint (1). This result
is consistent since A and B would also have nonnegative degree i Coulomb branch
parameter.

Next let’s consider only one set of punctures has degree i moduli, this implies

(2) : δ1i ≥ i and δ2i < i; or (3) : δ1i < i and δ2i ≥ i. (22)

For case (2), B does not have a degree i operator since the maximal contribution
of the new appearing puncture to degree i differential is pi = i− 1, and the degree i
operator on B is

d
(2)
i ≤ δ2i + (i− 1)− 2i+ 1 = δ2i − i < 0. (23)

There are also two options for the decoupled gauge group. First, if the decoupled
gauge group does not carry a degree i operator, we have

(δ1i + pi − 2i+ 1) = δ1i + δ2i − 2i+ 1. (24)

This gives pi = δ2i.
If the decoupled gauge group has a degree i operator, the equation is

(δ1i + pi − 2i+ 1) + 1 = δ1i + δ2i − 2i+ 1, (25)

which gives pi = δ2i − 1. However, we now argue that this is not possible from
gauging the flavor symmetry point of view. Since δ2i < i, write δ2i = i− a with
a ≥ 1. If pi = δ2i − 1 = i − (a+ 1), then the ith box is at the level (a + 1) ≥ 2 in
the Young Tableaux of the new puncture. Since the decoupled gauge group has a
degree i operator, then it is at least SU(i) or USp(i) (USp(i) is possible with even
i ). However, the first row n1 of new puncture satisfies n1 < i since the ith box is
not in the first row, the maximal simple subgroup of the flavor symmetry is less than
SU(i). Therefore, the decoupled gauge group is large than the flavor group of the
new puncture which contradicts our assumption. The same analysis can be done to
case (3).

The situation δ1i < i and δ2i < i is excluded since we assume that the original
theory is irreducible.

9



Combining all the analysis above, we can give a concise formula for pi

pi = min(δ1i, δ2i, i− 1). (26)

and if min(δ1i, δ2i) ≥ i, there is a degree i operator for the decoupled gauge group.
We next consider the degeneration limit of higher genus theory. Let’s study

Riemann surface with genus g and n marked points; there are now three kinds of
degeneration: the genus reduces by one, or two marked points collide and there are
a genus g component and a genus zero component left; Finally there are a genus g1
and genus g2 components with g1 and g2 are nonzero.

In the first case, there is only a genus g−1 surface with n+2 marked points left.
Denote the local dimension of the new puncture as d, we have

1

2

∑
di +

1

2
(2d) + (g − 1− 1)(N2 − 1) + r =

1

2

∑
di + (g − 1)(N2 − 1), (27)

where r is the rank of the decoupled gauge group and di is the dimension of nilpotent
orbit associated with the puncture i, (The total dimension of Hitchin’s moduli space
on a genus g Riemann surface is

∑
di + 2(g − 1)(N2 − 1), half of this number is the

dimension of the Coulomb branch). Solving the above equation, we have

d = N2 − (r + 1). (28)

the maximal dimension of d is the dimension of regular nilpotent orbit and has the
dimension d = N2 −N , this implies that the minimal value of r is N − 1. However,
the maximal rank of the decoupled gauge group is (N − 1). We conclude that the
decoupled gauge group is SU(N) and the new puncture is a full puncture. The
original theory is assumed to be irreducible and we can check genus (g − 1) theory
is also irreducible.

For the genus g − 1 theory, we have the dimension of the Coulomb branch

dg−1 =
1

2

∑

i

di+N2−N+(g−2)(N2−1) =
1

2

∑

i

di+(g−1)(N2−1)−(N−1) (29)

In the case g > 2, dg−1 > 0 is always true. In the case of g = 1, since the minimal
dimension of the nilpotent orbit is 2N − 2, we see that dg−1 ≥ 0. This result shows
that the handle of the Riemann surface can only be formed by a SU(N) group.

The result can also be confirmed by matching Higgs branch moduli using (8).
The matching condition is

∑

i

li + 2l + (1− (g − 1))(N − 1)− n =
∑

i

li + (1− g)(N − 1), (30)

where l is the contribution of the new puncture and n is the dimension of the de-
coupled gauge group, which is n = (N2 − 1) in our case. The new puncture is a full
puncture and have l = 1

2
(N2 −N).

The degeneration limit with genus g1 and g2 parts can be analyzed similarly. The
g1 component has n1+1 marked points and g2 component has n2+1 marked points,

10



according to our previous analysis, these two theories are both irreducible. We have
the following relation for the coulomb branch dimension

∑
k1i +

1

2
d+ (g1 − 1)(N2 − 1) +

∑
k2i +

1

2
d+ (g2 − 1)(N2 − 1)

=
∑

(k1i + k2i) + (g1 − g2 − 1)(N2 − 1)− r. (31)

where r is the rank of the decoupled gauge group and d is the dimension of the
nilpotent orbit associated with the puncture as we defined above. Similar analysis
shows that the decoupled gauge group is SU(N) and the new puncture is a full
puncture.

The last case with a genus g component and genus zero component is a little
bit different. We know that a genus g component is irreducible, there are nonzero
moduli for each degree. Assume the contribution of two punctures to the moduli of
degree i is δ1i, similar analysis with the degeneration limit of genus zero case can
be done and we have the following conclusion about the order of poles of the new
puncture

pi = min(δ1i, i− 1). (32)

The decoupled gauge group can be derived by noticing that if δ1i ≥ i, the decoupled
gauge group has a degree i operator.

11
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Figure 5: One weakly coupled gauge group

4.2 Matter content

Let’s consider the matter content in each duality frame. Before doing that, let’s
discuss a little bit more about our general formula for determining the gauge group.
First, if pN = N − 1, then the new puncture e is automatically a full puncture and
pi = i− 1 for any i. Second, if pN < N − 1, then one of the part in the degeneration
limit is a reducible theory since (assume δ1N < (N − 1) and pN = δ1N )

d
(1)
N = δ1N + pN − 2N + 1 = 2δ1N − 2N + 1 < 0. (33)

The above two observations tells us that whenever there is a non-full puncture in
the degeneration limit, there is a reducible theory in one of degeneration part.

Now let’s consider the matter content of the first decoupled gauge group as de-
picted in figure. 5. We have already found the gauge group and the new appearing
puncture e. The matter content is encoded in the decoupled three punctured sphere.
However, it is subtle to extract the true matter content from the geometry if the
decoupled three punctured sphere is a reducible theory. There are three cases which
we would like to study in full detail:

a. The three punctured sphere is an irreducible theory, then the matter content
is just the isolated SCFT defined by the sphere.

b. The three punctured sphere has some non-zero degree i operators, then the
matter content is the strongly coupled matter (which is best understood using the
lower rank Hitchin system), plus some free matter.

c. The three punctured sphere has no Coulomb branch operator, and there is
only free matter.

There is not many new stuff we can say about situation a since the matter is just
the strongly coupled SCFT. Situation b is a little bit subtle but we could extract
the strongly coupled matter and its lower rank group Hitchin representation using
three dimensional mirror symmetry [24–26], and the free matter part can be found
by matching the Higgs branch dimensions. Case c is also easy to study by matching
the Higgs branch dimensions.

Let’s discuss case a in some further detail to confirm that there is no free mat-
ter coupled to the gauge group. The match of Higgs branch dimensions gives the
following equation, we assume the bigger part in the decoupling limit is irreducible

12



and the new puncture is then the full puncture, while the decoupled gauge group is
SU(N)

la + lb + l∆ + (N − 1) = (la + lb + le +N − 1) + (l∆ + le +N − 1)− (N2 − 1). (34)

The above equation is valid if
2le = N2 −N, (35)

which is true for the full puncture. The other cases can be worked out quite easily
as many examples in next section will tell.
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i 2 3 4 ... n1 n1 + 1 ... N
p1i 1 1 1 ... 1 1 ... 1
p2i 1 2 3 ... n1 − 1 n1 − 1 ... N − s1
δ1i 2 3 4 ... n1 n1 ... N − s1 + 1
pi 1 2 3 ... n1 − 1 n1 ... N − (s1 − 1)

1 1 1 ... 1 0 ... 0

Table 1: The data needed for colliding a generic puncture and a simple puncture.

5 Examples

We apply our formula to calculate the decoupled gauge group and matter content
for some examples in this section. We always start with an irreducible theory.

Example 1: The six dimensional description of a linear quiver of AN type in-
volves two generic punctures, and several basic punctures. We decide what happens
when a simple puncture is colliding with a generic puncture with rows n1 ≥ n2... ≥
nk, and the height of the first column is s1. The other part in the degeneration has
to be an irreducible theory and so the new appearing puncture is determined by two
colliding puncture and we have the formula

pi = min(δ1i, i− 1). (36)

The data is listed in Table 1. In the last line of Table 1, we indicate whether
decoupled gauge group has a degree i operator. So the decoupled gauge group is a
SU(n1) group. The new puncture has the feature that the first row and second row
are combined and other rows are unchanged.

Now let’s determine the matter content, since the decoupled three punctured
sphere has no Coulomb branch dimension, there are free matter coupled on this
decoupled group, let’s assume the decoupled matter has Higgs branch dimension x,
then we have

n∑

i=2

li + l2 + 1 + (N − 1) =
n∑

i=2

li + l2 + n1n2 − (n2
1 − 1) + (N − 1) + x, (37)

Here l2 is the contribution of the generic puncture, 1 is the contribution of the
simple puncture; we have used the fact that the new puncture has the contribution
to Higgs branch (l2+n1n2), where x is the contribution from the fundamental fields.
Calculate it, we get x = n1(n1 − n2), so there is n1 − n2 fundamentals on SU(n1).

Example 2: Let’s consider collision of two identical punctures which have two
columns with equal height N. We list the analysis in the Table 2: From the Table 2,
we can see that the new puncture is a full puncture and the decoupled gauge group
has only even rank operator, the natural decoupled gauge group is USp(2N), one
may wonder why USp gauge group appears when we compactify a A2N−1 theory on a
Riemann surface, this can be done by including a outer automorphism of the gauge
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i 2 3 4 ... 2k 2k + 1 ... 2N
p1i 1 1 2 ... k k ... N
p2i 1 1 2 ... k k ... N
δ1i 2 2 4 ... 2k 2k ... 2N
pi 1 2 3 ... 2k − 1 2k ... 2N − 1

1 0 1 ... 1 0 ... 1

Table 2: The data needed for collision of two identical punctures with equal height
N.

i 2 3 4 ... 2k 2k + 1 ... 2N
p1i 1 1 2 ... k k ... N
p2i 1 2 2 ... k k + 1 ... N
δ1i 2 3 4 ... 2k 2k + 1 ... 2N
pi 1 2 3 ... 2k − 1 2k ... 2N − 1

1 1 1 ... 1 1 ... 1

Table 3: The data needed for colliding two punctures appearing in SU(N) theory
with antisymmetric matter.

group SU(2N) in the compactification, see [27, 28]. The matter content is a free
matter and we can find it using Higgs branch matching:

n∑

i=2

li + 2N + (2N − 1) =
n∑

i=2

li + (2N2 −N) + (2N − 1)− 2N2 −N + x, (38)

We have x = 4N , so we have 2 fundamentals on USp node.
Example 3: We also confirm another example which is studied in [19]. One

puncture has partition [2, 2...2], the other puncture has partition [3, 2....2, 1], the
data is assembled in Table 3: From the Table 3, we conclude that the new puncture
is a full puncture and the decoupled gauge group is a SU(2N) gauge group. The
three punctured sphere does not contribute to higgs branch, we have the equation

n∑

i=2

li+N+(N+1)+(2N−1) =
n∑

i=2

li+(2N2−N)+(2N−1)−((2N)2−1)+x, (39)

we find x = 2N2 + N , this sounds weird, since no single conventional matter on
SU(N) can give this number for Higgs branch. However, let’s split 2N2 + 3N =
(2N2−N)+4N , that’s an antisymmetric matter and two fundamentals’ contribution,
it splits in this way so that the SU(N) gauge group is conformal.

Example 4: Finally, let’s consider an example of collision of two generic punc-
tures with partitions [3, 1, 1, 1]. The linear quiver gauge theory with these two punc-
tures is depicted in Figure 6a. The six dimensional construction is depicted in Figure
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SU(3) SU(4) SU(5) SU(6) SU(5) SU(4) SU(3)

212 1

a)

b)

c)

SU(2)SU(3)SU(4)SU(5)SU(6)SU(5)SU(4)

11 1
SU(2) U(2)

d)

Figure 6: a): A linear quiver. b): The six dimensional construction corresponding
to quiver in (a), the cross denotes the simple puncture and the black dot denotes
the puncture with partition [3, 1, 1, 1]. c): A different weakly coupled gauge group
description, we collide two generic punctures. d): A generalized quiver corresponding
to (c).

6b. We study another weakly coupled theory corresponding to collide two generic
puncture represented by black dot, and nodal curve and the generalized quiver is
depicted in Figure 6c and 6d. The analysis is listed in Table 4. The new appearing
puncture has the partition [5, 1], the decoupled gauge group is SU(4). The decou-
pled three punctured sphere is reducible but it carries a degree 3 moduli, so there are
strongly coupled SCFT and the free matter both coupled to the gauge group. One
can use the 3d mirror method to find that the isolated SCFT is actually E6 theory
which is realized by A2 on a sphere with three punctures. Here the SU(4) subgroup
is gauged.

Now let’s determine the free matter part. The total dimension of Higgs branch
of quiver depicted in Figure 6a) is 19 using our formula (8)(or just from quiver).
The E6 theory has Higgs branch dimension 11. We have the following Higgs branch
matching condition:

23 + 11 + x− 15 = 19, (40)

where 23 is from the left quiver and x is the contribution from the free matter fields,
15 is the dimension of the decoupled gauge group. We get x = 0 which means there
is no extra fundamentals on SU(4) node.
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i 2 3 4 5 6
p1i 1 2 2 2 2
p2i 1 2 2 2 2
δ1i 2 4 4 4 4
pi 1 2 3 4 4

1 1 1 0 0

Table 4: The data needed for colliding two generic punctures.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we studied four dimensional N = 2 generalized superconformal quiver
gauge theory which is derived from six dimensional (0, 2) SCFT compactified on a
Riemann surface with some punctures. The weakly coupled gauge theory description
is living at the boundary of the moduli space of the Riemann surface and therefore
is naturally related to the compactification of the moduli space. We show that the
Deligne-Mumford compactification is the right one for the gauge theory description
which provide a confirmation of earlier realization that the weakly coupled gauge
group description corresponds to the degeneration of the Riemann surface into three
punctured sphere.

We give an explicit formula to determine the weakly coupled gauge group in any
duality frame, and an explicit algorithm for determining the matter content is also
presented. Therefore we have explicit gauge group and matter content information in
any duality frame. One could easily confirm our general analysis with the examples
presented in [29]. We believe that the method we present here can also be applied
to four dimensional N = 2 A type quiver with USp− SO group [16, 30, 31].
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A The Contribution to Higgs Branch of One Generic

Puncture

The Higgs branch of the generalized quiver is a little bit difficult. For simplicity, we
first study the Riemann sphere two generic punctures and s1 + s2 simple punctures,
we have the explicit Lagrangian description in one dual frame. Let’s first consider
the contribution of the simple puncture. Adding one simple puncture, in the cor-
responding quiver, we add a SU(N) node to the original quiver, we need to add
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a bifundamental matter between two SU(N) nodes, so the net contribution to the
Higgs branch is N2 − (N2 − 1) = 1.

Now consider a generic puncture labeled by [n1, n2, ...ns] and the quiver tail for
it is SU(k1) − SU(k2) − ... − SU(N), where kj =

∑j
i=1 nj. For present purpose,

we artificially split the SU(N) gauge group into two equal parts, the ”rank” of the
gauge group in this tail is 1

2
(N2 − 1). There are N − ks−1 fundamentals on the

SU(N) gauge group. The contribution from bifundamental matter of this quiver tail
to Higgs branch is

s−1∑

j=1

kjkj+1. (41)

The contribution from the fundamental matter is

s−1∑

j=1

(2kj − kj−1 − kj+1)kj +N(N − ks−1), (42)

where kj is the rank of jth gauge group and we set k0 = 0, km = N , kj is related to
the Young tableaux as kj = n1 + ...nj . The Higgs branch of this tail is (we assume
the gauge group is completely higgsed in Higgs branch)

s−1∑

j=1

kjkj+1+
s−1∑

j=1

(2kj−kj−1−kj+1)kj+N(N −ks−1)−
s−1∑

j=1

(k2
j −1)− 1

2
(N2−1). (43)

After some calculation, we have

s∑

j=1

kj(kj − kj−1) + s− 1− 1

2
(N2 − 1) =

1

2
(

s∑

i=1

n2
i −N) + s+

N − 1

2
. (44)

The first term in above form is thought to be the contribution to Higgs branch
due to this generic puncture. Since for this tail, we need s simple punctures, and
the contribution of the simple puncture to Higgs branch is 1, so the second term is
thought of the contribution form simple punctures. The last term is thought to be
the global contribution just like −(N2 − 1) term for the Coulomb branch. Finally,
adding two tails, there are a (N-1) extra terms, which we think as the total global
contribution on the sphere . The total dimension for the Higgs branch is then

∑

i

li +N − 1, (45)

where

li =
1

2
(

s∑

j=1

n2
j −N). (46)

For other generalized quiver, since we do not have a Lagrangian description, we
do not know how to count the dimension of Higgs branch. However, based on the
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analysis for the linear quiver, we conjecture that for each puncture, the contribution
to the Higgs branch is

lk =
1

2
(

s∑

i=1

n2
i −N), (47)

and there is a N − 1 global contribution to Higgs branch. The total dimension of
Higgs branch is ∑

i

li + (N − 1). (48)

This formula can also be seen from the three dimensional mirror theory [25].
The generalization to higher loop case is straightforward

∑

i

li + (1− g)(N − 1). (49)

In fact, for the higher loop case, we really count the difference between the dimension
of the matter and the dimension of the gauge group, and in some cases, the theory
is not completely higgsed, there are some unbroken U(1) gauge symmetry.
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